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The Next Eruption 
of Mount Rainier

Overview 

In this activity, students use Mount Rainier 
as an example, while they explore a variety 
of themes associated with future volcanic 
activity.  Students make a timeline of Mount 
Rainier volcanic events, interpret hazard 
maps, investigate potential effects on people 
and infrastructure, learn how scientists 
watch for signs of volcanic unrest, and 
create a warning statement. All products 
created during this activity can be included 
in a “school volcano museum” for students 
and parents to view. 

Teacher Background
What are the volcano hazards? 

Scientists recognize that Mount Rainier 
will erupt again. They consider it an active 
volcano because of four factors:  
 • Location on an active subduction zone 
 • Presence of earthquakes beneath the
   volcano 
 • Active hydrothermal system within the
   volcano 
 • Recentness of volcanic eruptions in
   geologic time (on multiple occasions
   during the 19th century) 

Learner Objectives:
Students will:
       ● Identify how volcano hazards differ 
      from other natural hazards in timing,
      duration, and style  
       ● Expect future eruptions at many
      Cascade volcanoes, including Mount
      Rainier 
       ●  Become familiar with methods used by
       scientists to watch for indications of
       renewed volcanic unrest and for lahars  
       ●  Understand that scientists make hazard
       maps to identify areas that could be
       affected during future volcanic
       eruptions 
       ●  Recognize some of the ways that
       volcanoes can impact a society’s infra-
       structure and methods for mitigation 
       ● Recognize that volcanic eruptions
       are survivable, especially with proper
       precautions  
       ● Recognize that they can play an
       important role by bringing an
       understanding of volcanic risk to their
       family, school, and community, now 
       and in the future 

Grade Level: 6–12
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

Volcanic eruptions are unique among 
natural events 

Volcanic eruptions are unique among 
natural events because they present multiple 
uncertainties about when eruptive activity 
will begin, how long it will last, and 
who will be affected.  Unlike floods and 
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions are seldom 
singular events. Volcanic unrest, when a 
volcano shows signs of reawakening, is 
often prolonged over a period of months to 
years with no predictable end.  Sometimes 
it results in an eruption, and sometimes it 
does not.  Even without an eruption, the 
uncertainty associated with volcanic unrest 
can cause repeated or long-term evacuations 
and psychological stresses and thus have 
major impacts on populations at risk.  
 

Volcanic processes—Nuisances or disasters 
Volcanic activity occurs in a variety of sizes, 
patterns, durations, and styles. Volcanic 
processes can be simply a nuisance or 
cause disaster, depending on their nearness 
to communities. Fortunately, symptoms 
of rising magma can be identified and 
measured, and people at risk generally have 
some time to invoke response plans and 
evacuate to safer terrain. However, people 
at risk must be advised beforehand about 
how volcanic hazards might affect their area 
so that they know how to prepare and can 
make risk-wise decisions before the onset 
of volcanic unrest.  People at risk should 
become aware of strategies for mitigation 
that have been established by officials in 
their community.

Setting:   Classroom and homework

Timeframe: 
    Mount Rainier Timeline: 50 minutes

    Reading Hazard Maps: 50 minutes

    Eyes and Ears on Mount Rainier: 

    50 minutes

   The Volcano and Your Community:
   homework and 30 minutes for class 
   discussion

    Eyes and Ears on Mount Rainier: 
    50 minutes

   Volcano Evacuation Route Sign:  
    30 minutes

    Educating Future Generations— 
    The Granatello Epigraph:  50 minutes 

Materials:  
Mount Rainier Timeline  

● Graphic “Summary of Notable Events
   at Mount Rainier, 10,000 Years Ago 
   to Present”
● Adding machine tape

Reading Hazard Maps   
● Graphic “Lava and Pyroclastic Flow
   Hazard Zones on Mount Rainier”
● Graphic “Lahar Hazard Zones from
   Mount Rainier” 
● Graphic “Lahar Hazard Map 
   Extensions”  
● Graphic “Effects of Volcanic  Processes” 
● Graphic “Prepare for Volcanic Unrest”

The Volcano and Your Community    
● Facilities for library or Internet research
● Graphic “Volcano Evacuation Route
   Sign”
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

 Eyes and Ears on Mount Rainier  
 ● Graphic “Volcano Monitoring 
   Techniques”
 ●  Graphic “The USGS Alert-Notification 
   System for Volcanic Activity”
 ● Facilities for library or Internet research
 ● Volcano Evacuation Route Sign
 ●  Graphic “Volcano Evacuation Route
   Sign”

 Educating Future Generations—
 The Granatello Epigraph 

 ● Graphic “Text of Granatello Epigraph,
   Portici, Italy” 
 ● Poster paper
 ● Art materials

Vocabulary:  Active volcano, ashfall, bombs, 
blocks, conduit, earthquake, emergency plan, 
epigraph, eruption, explosion, gas, family 
emergency preparedness plan, geologic 
time, geothermal, hazard, hazard map, 
hydrothermally altered rock, infrastructure, 
lahar, lava flows, magma, magmatic eruption, 
monitor, mitigation, pyroclastic flows, risk, 
subduction, tephra, vent, volcano, volcanic ash, 
volcanic gases, volcanic hazards, volcanic unrest 
 
Skills:   Apply, interpret, participate, explain, 
research, debate, clarify, draw conclusions

Benchmarks:

See benchmarks in Introduction.

Recent eruptions at Mount Rainier
Small eruptions were reported in local 
newspapers during the nineteenth century 
(see Nineteenth-Century Newspaper Accounts 
of an Eruption at Mount Rainier). The last 
eruptions to cause significant change to the 
shape of Mount Rainier happened 
approximately 1,000 years ago. Some of 
these most recent eruptions built the two 
summit craters visible today and spewed 
small lava flows onto the northeast flank 
of the volcano. Perhaps thousands of local 
inhabitants witnessed this eruption. The 
next eruption of Mount Rainier could be 
witnessed by millions of people. 

A likely scenario for the next magmatic 
eruption of Mount Rainier

Scientists believe that future eruptions 
will likely resemble events that occurred 
repeatedly during Mount Rainier’s past.  
Volcanic unrest at Mount Rainier might 
begin with an increase in earthquake 
activity, accompanied by increases in the 
release of carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, 
and other volcanic gases from a vent, 
and a visible, persistent steam plume. 
This precursory activity could continue 
for weeks, month, or longer and lead to 
a variety of outcomes. The unrest could 
subside and the volcano could return to 
sleep.  Or, increased geothermal heating 
might cause small steam explosions at the 
summit but no eruption of fresh magma.  
Less commonly, magma from deep within 
the Earth could rise into the volcano and 
cause a magmatic eruption. It might begin 
with a blast of tephra and hot volcanic 
gases.  Large pieces of tephra would drop 
onto the volcano’s slopes, while finer-
grained volcanic ash would be blown 
by the wind and fall to the ground many 
kilometers (or miles) from Mount Rainier.  
Volcanic bombs and blocks might bombard 
the surface of the volcano.  A lava lake 
might rise within the crater and spill over 
the rim to form lava flows. On a steep-
sided volcano such as Mount Rainier, lava 
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

flows would break apart and descend the slopes as avalanches of hot rock and gas known as 
pyroclastic flows, which could melt snow and ice and produce lahars (volcanic mudflows).  
Large lahars could rush down valley as far as 120 kilometers (70 miles) from the volcano.  
Landslides of wet hydrothermally altered rock could be shaken loose from the flanks of the 
volcano and thunder down the valleys as lahars.

Eruption hazards can affect people near and far 
In the past, lava and pyroclastic flows have not traveled beyond the cone of Mount Rainier 
and at present there is no reason to assume that they will do so in the future.  However, lahars 
produced by melting ice and snow have been found as far as 100 kilometers (60 miles) from 
the volcano.  Lahars are the principal hazard at Mount Rainier because they travel far from 
the volcano to areas that are now densely populated.  At least 80,000 people now live, work, 
and go to school in lahar hazard zones.  We can expect that volcanic ash will fall in the 
largest quantities near the volcano and in progressively smaller amounts farther away.   The 
severity of volcanic ash fall will depend on the amount erupted, wind speed, and direction.   

Volcanic eruptions are survivable when people take proper precautions 
Over the millennia, millions of people have experienced the fear and splendor of volcanic 
eruptions and learned that volcanic eruptions are survivable when safety precautions are 
taken.  Societies respond best when their citizens understand the hazards, when they can 
identify areas at risk, and are knowledgeable about how to respond during volcanic unrest. 

Plan now to maintain infrastructure during volcanic eruptions  
The term infrastructure refers to all services and facilities that support functioning of 
a community, such as electrical power, water, sewer, transportation and communication 
systems, schools, police and fire departments, hospitals, and prisons.  Managers of these 
services and systems should coordinate their emergency planning efforts now so that services 
remain uninterrupted or are quickly restored after a disaster.  A society can reduce the risk 
to people by limiting dense settlement in the paths of lahars, by educating entire populations 
about proper response measures, preparing emergency plans, and planning and practicing 
evacuations.  

Preparing for the next eruption
Working with a long record of hazardous natural events and recognition of effects on 
humans, the American Red Cross and emergency management agencies assembled a variety 
of materials that serve as guides for preparations during an emergency.  Some examples 
of preparations are community education and development of evacuation plans, family 
emergency preparedness plans, and preparedness kits.  These materials provide a basis for 
discussion and planning efforts in families, schools, and communities.  When people become 
knowledgeable about volcanic processes, they can prepare for volcanic events and then live 
with greater safety, comfort, and enjoyment in their communities.
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

One example of a community planning effort—Mount Rainier   
During the 1990s, emergency managers, educators, park and other public officials, 
community leaders and scientists established the Mount Rainier Volcano Hazards Work 
Group, which is dedicated to mitigating the effects of future volcanic activity at Mount 
Rainier.   The group developed a volcano response plan, which defines the roles of 
agencies during volcanic crisis.  This group practices its emergency plan, trains emergency 
responders, and supports public educational efforts, including installation of evacuation 
route signs.  Pierce County Department of Emergency Management maintains a lahar-
detection and notification system that warns of approaching lahars.  

How prepared is your community? 
As of this writing, scientists and land and emergency managers have written a volcano 
response plan for each of the Cascade volcanoes in Washington and Oregon. Find emergency 
response plans at Web sites listed on the Internet Resources Page.  

Reading volcano hazard maps
Scientists developed hazard maps for most of the major Cascade volcanoes and for 
many hazardous volcanoes around the world to help emergency and land-use managers, 
community leaders, scientists, and citizens develop preparedness plans.  Although no one 
can predict precisely how large the next eruption or lahar will be, scientists who have 
examined the extent of deposits formed during previous volcanic eruptions make best 
estimates of localities that might be affected in the future.  We repeat for emphasis—these 
maps are best approximations of areas that might be directly affected by the volcanic 
processes noted below.  

 ◆  Graphic “Lava and Pyroclastic Flow Hazards at Mount Rainier”
      In the past, lava and pyroclastic flows have not traveled beyond the cone of Mount
      Rainier, and at present there is no reason to assume that they will do so.  Scientists
      based their hazards map on this assumption, with the recognition that future events
      can be larger or smaller than the hazard zones displayed on the map.   

 ◆  Graphic “Lahar Hazard Zones from Mount Rainier” 
      The lahar hazard map is based on the extent of previous geologic events.  To develop
      hazard zonation for lahars, scientists measured the extent of the Election Mudflow of
      about A.D. 1500 and used this information as a guide to which areas might be covered
      by the next lahar.  Debris flows, small versions of lahars that are formed by intense
      rainfall and sudden glacial outbursts floods, are seldom large enough to travel beyond
      the boundaries of Mount Rainier National Park.  See the activity Lahar in a Jar for
      more information about previous lahars at Mount Rainier.
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 ◆  Prediction of volcanic ash fall  
     The size of an ash cloud and location of ashfall depends on the size of the eruption and
      wind speed and direction.  Atmospheric data provides the basis for prediction about
      which up-to-the-hour analysis, indicating the most likely location of ashf all.  See the
      activity Volcano Fan Club and Internet Resources Page for instructions about computer-
      generated programs that track the most likely destination of volcanic ash, based on current
      wind speed and direction.

Eyes and ears on Mount Rainier
When it comes to keeping track of activity at volcanoes, volcanologists are a bit like 
professional athletes.  The athlete tries to figure out an opponent’s next move by examining 
past records and by keeping a close watch on them during a game.  In the same way, 
volcanologists must study a volcano’s past activity and keep a close watch on a volcano’s 
current conditions.  These actions allow volcanologists to know, in a general way, what styles 
of eruption could happen and to spot any signs of rising magma that might lead to an eruption.   
Until magma shows some evidence of ascent toward the surface, scientists have no way to 
forecast when a volcano will reawaken.

The first evidence of a potential eruption is usually earthquake activity caused by rising 
magma, which cracks and breaks brittle rock.  These earthquakes are often accompanied 
by deformation of the landscape, whereby some segments of the landscape rise and others 
subside. These changes in ground surface help scientists calculate the amount of magma in 
the conduit, its position relative to Earth’s surface, and how soon a volcano will erupt. The 
fracturing and breaking of rocks permits the release of gases from the rising magma. There is 
no set formula for forecasting volcanic eruptions because volcanoes do not always follow a 
well-defined, predetermined sequence of events preceding volcanic activity.  Scientists use a 
combination of data analysis and scientific judgments to assess the likelihood of an eruption.   

Although the onset of a period of volcanic unrest remains unpredictable, some generalized 
forecasting about the timing and potential style of an eruption is possible, but only after 
volcanic unrest has been detected.  Once signs of rising magma are observed, scientists can 
analyze the patterns of earthquakes, gas release, and ground deformation, and judge the 
likelihood of an eruption. When a volcano shows signs of unrest, or if it is erupting, scientists 
visit the volcano as often as possible to make observations and to install additional monitoring 
instruments that enable them to track the volcano’s activity 24 hours a day.  

Consult the Internet Resources Page, or use your Internet browser to locate information about 
emergency preparations, volcano response plans, evacuation plans, and educational efforts in 
your community.
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

Before you Begin:

Choose any or all of these activities for your students.  After completion of the procedures, 
display students’ products in a “school volcano museum” for viewing by other students and 
by their families.  Your museum can include emergency preparedness information and student 
projects from other activities, such as Cascade Volcano Timeline, Play-Dough Topo, Planning your 
Trip to Mount Rainier National Park!, and Living Well with a Volcano in your Backyard.  

Procedure:
A. Mount Rainier Timeline
B. Reading Hazard Maps
C. The Volcano and Your Community
D.  Eyes and Ears on Mount Rainier
E.   Volcano Evacuation Route Sign
F.   Educating Future Generations—The Granatello Epigraph
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

A. Mount Rainier Timeline

Summary: Students use information in the table “Summary of Notable Events at Mount 
Rainier, 10,000 Years Ago to Present,” to make a timeline, then use it to examine the 
likelihood that volcanic events will occur within a human lifetime.  

Instructions:  

1.  Divide the class into groups of two to four students. 

2.  Provide the table “Summary of Notable Events at Mount Rainier, 10,000 Years
     Ago to Present,” either projected or as a handout to student groups. 

3.  Give each group a strip of cash register or adding machine paper or other paper taped
     together that is 3 meters (10 feet) long.  

4.  Have the students determine a timescale, and then write the events and dates on the
     paper.  

5.  Students write events and dates on the timeline.

6.  Students fold a piece of notebook longwise into halves, twice, so that it resembles a
     ruler.  This ruler represents an average human lifespan of 80 years.  Students place it
     on the timeline to find the length of 80 years on the ruler and mark it.  

7.  Engage students in a discussion about results.  Students answer the questions below. 

How many generations go by without any volcanic activity or lahars at Mount Rainier?   
Are there some generations during which more than one event occurs?  Discuss with 
students the likelihood that most recent events are better documented, leading to the 
appearance that the volcano was more active in recent centuries. 
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

 B.  Do you Live in a Volcano Hazards Zone?

 Summary:   Teacher leads students in discussion about areas likely to be affected by
 volcanic hazards associated with Mount Rainier.  Show application to volcanoes globally
 by supplying students with Internet access to volcano images and maps.  

  Instructions:  

 1.   Provide the graphics “Mount Rainier Volcanic Hazard Zones,” “Lahar Hazard Map
       Extensions,” and “Lava flow and Pyroclastic Flow Hazards at Mount Rainier,”
       projected or as a handout to student groups. Or, choose hazard maps for other
       volcanoes, available through the USGS Volcano Hazards Program Web site, and other
       resources (See Internet Resources Page).  Explain that the lahar hazard map was
       developed by scientists who used maps of volcanic deposits from past eruptions as a
       guide to identifying areas at risk. Introduce maps to students.  Remind students that all
       hazard zones are best approximations based on evidence from previous events and on
       scientists’ best judgments.  

 2.   Find your community (or other chosen community) on a volcano hazard map.  Is it in a
       lahar hazard zone?  Is this community at direct risk from lava and pyroclastic flows?
       Note that lahars travel in river valleys.  Instruct students to develop advice for people to
       escape a lahar (get to high ground).  Discuss why scientists cannot predict with
       precision how far lahars will travel. Ask students to explain how lava flows and
       pyroclastic flows can affect communities distant from a volcano (lahar generation by
       snow and ice melt). For more process-related discussions on these topics, refer to the
       activities Lahar in a Jar, Lava Building Blocks, and Volcanic Processes. 

 3.   Remind students that the location and thickness of volcanic ash fall depends on
       eruption size and wind speed and direction during and after the eruption.  Note that in
       the Pacific Northwest, the wind blows towards the east, northeast, or southeast 85
       percent of the time, so areas east of Cascade volcanoes are more likely to receive
       ash fall. Ask students if their community is at risk, and engage them in discussion about
       the risk to communities across your State.  Optionally, and for a more process-related
       discussion on this topic, refer students to Web sites with computer-generated programs
       that can track the most likely destination of volcanic ash, based on current wind speed
       and direction. See Internet Resources Page.  Students can use the graphic “Effects of
       Volcanic Processes” and the student page “Prepare for Volcanic Unrest” to organize
       their thoughts.

 4.   If you have Internet access in your classroom, use Web-based images and maps of
       planet Earth to analyze areas at risk from volcanoes.  Use computer graphics tools to
       quantify the area at risk and to measure distances from the volcano. Look for volcanoes
       and nearby cities.  Students should make some quick analyses about the volcanic
       hazards that these population centers might face. 
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

5.  Instruct students to write one-page reports about volcanic hazards and useful risk
     reduction measures that could benefit their community.  Students share the
     information with their family.
 

C. The Volcano and Your Community 

Summary:  Students play the roles of town officials who must prepare for the 
possibility that an eruption will affect their community’s infrastructure.  Students 
list potential hazards and facilities at risk, develop strategies for protection, and then 
stage a “town meeting” to report back to the town’s citizens—the teacher and class 
members.   

Instructions: 
  
1. Begin with a class discussion about the volcanic hazards that place a community at
    risk.  List these hazards. Display the graphic “Effects of Volcanic Processes,” or
    have students provide the information. Make the list of effects visible so that
    students can use them in instruction 2 below.    

    Explain the definition of infrastructure.  Note that infrastructure includes all the
    services and facilities that support day-to-day activity, such as electrical power,
    water, sewer, transportation (roads, bridges, trains, trucks, cars, airplanes, port
    facilities), communication systems, schools, police and fire departments, hospitals,
    and prisons.  Discuss the dependencies that each has on the other.  For example,
    consider the difficulties of repairing water-well facilities when the road system
    is inaccessible.  Challenge students to list short-term and long-term effects to
    the local and regional economy.  Encourage students to list specific populations at
    risk in high hazard zones, such as residents and tourists in valleys near the
    volcano.  Within the resident population, discuss special needs populations, such
    as people under the age of 5 years and those more than 65 years old, people who
    don’t speak English as a primary language, renter-occupied houses, and
    economically-disadvantaged people.  Consider dependent populations who need
    special assistance with evacuation.  Some examples are people with disabilities,
    as well as those in hospitals, jails, senior-citizen homes, and daycares.  

2. Divide the class into groups of two or three students.  Assign one part of 
    community infrastructure (or a specific population group) to each student group.
    Students use information on the graphic to develop strategies for community
    protection. Instruct at least one group to develop strategies for community
    education and methods for informing communities about volcanic hazards.
    Students can use findings on the “Prepare for Volcanic Unrest” student page.
    They should visit Web sites listed on the Internet Resources Page to determine what
    actions are being taken to mitigate volcanic hazards, then prepare a video, oral or
    computer-projected presentation or written summary about protective strategies.
    Students stage a “town meeting” and present their results. 
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  3.  Optional—Use the community preparedness addresses in the Internet Resources Page
       to obtain a volcano hazards response plan that addresses volcanic hazards in a
       community.  Encourage class discussion about how the components of the plan can help
       save life and property during a volcanic event.  

D. Eyes and Ears on Mount Rainier
 
   Summary:  Students answer guiding questions to learn about the components of volcano
   monitoring.  They write summary reports about their research, produce a video or 
   computer-projected presentation, or talk about their results.

   Instructions:
 
  1.  Begin your discussion of volcano monitoring by asking guiding questions that lead
       students to develop monitoring strategies. Tell students that they should muster
       all their critical thinking skills so that they can think like a physician who watches the
       “health” of a patient by making examinations and looking for clues of an illness.  Then,
        ask students what symptoms of rising magma would be detectable from Earth’s surface
       (most typical symptoms are earthquake swarms, swelling or subsidence of the land
       surface, gas measurements, temperature changes).  How could scientists detect magma
       rising beneath a volcano [recording the shaking of earthquakes, measuring land surface
       changes, and making measurements of ground temperatures and gases]?  

       Data collected by volcano-monitoring networks makes possible the early detection
       of volcanic unrest usually days to months or more before an eruption.  The most
       effective monitoring is achieved by using a combination of techniques that detect
       changes in earthquake activity, gas release, ground surface, and hydrological conditions,
       as listed on the graphic “Volcano Monitoring Techniques.”  Begin your discussion by
       asking what types of tools scientists could use.  For example, seismographs and similar
       recorders measure ground shaking; Global Positioning System (GPS) units, cameras,
       tiltmeters, satellite-based distance measuring techniques (Interferometric Synthetic
       Aperture Radar, also known as InSAR), and surveying instruments measure land
       movement; ground and airborne thermal and gas sensors measure heat sources and gas
       release.      

  .  Display the graphic “Volcano Monitoring Techniques.”  Tell students that the
        data collected from volcano monitoring networks make the early detection of volcanic
       unrest possible and are crucial for interpreting volcanic processes, forecasting eruptions,
       and predicting likely impacts of eruptions. How many types of monitoring do they
       see on the graphic [nine]?  Ask the students about some of the challenges that scientists
       might encounter as they monitor a volcano (steep terrain, bad weather, volcano unrest
       threatening, equipment failures).  Tell students that a volcano is a hazardous place
       for people and equipment.  Can scientists obtain data without visiting a volcano?
       How so [earthquake data, ground deformation measurements, and automated camera
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        shots commonly are sent by radio from the volcano to the scientists at their
        observatory]?  Volcano visits are required for setup and maintenance of equipment, for
        use of some instruments, and for visual observations.  Ask students how scientists can
        know when conditions on the volcano have changed from normal.  Encourage
        discussion on the importance of making measurements at volcanoes before, during and
        after volcanic eruptions.

 3.    Instruct students to conduct research from books and Web sites, such as that of the U.S.
        Geological Survey’s Volcano Hazards Program, to determine the most up-to-date
        techniques for monitoring volcanoes. Students should write summary reports about
        their research or produce a video or computer-projected presentation. Encourage
        students to find current news reports about ongoing volcanic activity and the
        techniques that scientists use to watch hazardous volcanoes.  Show the graphic “The
        USGS Alert-Notification System for Volcanic Activity,” and encourage students to
        become familiar with it. See resources on the Internet Resources Page. 

 
E. Volcano Evacuation Route Sign

   Summary: Students answer questions about the evacuation route sign and about hazards
   in their community.  They use the “Prepare for Volcanic Unrest” student page and the
   “Effects of Volcanic Processes” graphic to make decisions about whether it is better to
   remain in their community or evacuate during a volcanic eruption. 

   Instructions: 

   1.  Begin a discussion about the “Volcano Evacuation Route Sign” graphic. Display the
        graphic and ask students if they have seen this sign in their community.  Do they know
        what it means?   Lead a discussion about the value of the signs. Be certain that
        students understand that the signs indicate routes to high ground, away from potential
        lahar paths. Be sure that students know that during other hazards, such as from volcanic
        ashfall, staying inside may be the best action.   

   2.  Instruct students to complete the information on the bottom of the Student Page then 
        take it home and display it for the safety of their family.  Ask the students for
        suggestions about how to increase the effectiveness of the evacuation route signs.  

   3.  Assign library and Internet research that examines the need to remain in or evacuate
        their community during volcanic eruptions. From library or Internet searches they
        learn appropriate procedures. Light ash fall requires them to remain indoors; lava
        eruptions that can produce lahars might require them to evacuate from a lahar hazard
        zone.
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F. Educating Future Generations—The Granatello Epigraph

   Summary:  The December 1631 eruption of Mount Vesuvius, near Naples, Italy, was
   one of the most violent and destructive in the volcano’s history. During this 3-day event,
   pyroclastic flows swept over the densely populated slopes of the volcano, killing
   approximately 6,000 people.  The city of Portici, just 5 kilometers (3 miles) from the crater,
   was hit particularly hard.  As a warning to future generations, Viceroy Emmanuel Fonseca
   commissioned the construction of an inscribed stone monument, known as an epigraph. The
   inscription was intended to warn future generations about the destructive  power of the
   volcano. Dense urban development now surrounds the Granatello Epigraph, a reminder of
   how quickly a disaster can be forgotten, and about the importance of continual education and
   planning for future volcanic eruptions.  

  Instructions:

  1.   Keep the issue in perspective.  Inform students (or have students do research) about the
        differences in hazardous phenomena at Mount Vesuvius, and at Cascade volcanoes.
        [Pyroclastic flows and dense tephra fall place people at risk at Vesuvius, whereas lahars
        are the principal hazard to population centers near the Cascade volcanoes. Large
        populations live on the slopes and at the base of Vesuvius, whereas population centers
        exist farther from volcanic vents of most Cascade volcanoes.] Read or visually project the
        text of the epigraph on the “Granatello Epigraph” graphic.  Discuss its meaning with the
        class. You might introduce the concepts of “hazard”—any physical process that can
        cause damage, harm, or adverse effects—and “risk,” the chance or probability that people
        or property will be harmed or experience an adverse effect if the event were to happen.  

  2.   Instruct students to recall what they have witnessed or heard about a volcanic event
        or other natural hazard that took place within their lifetime. Students should create a
        list of warning statements for future generations, in a manner similar to those written on
        the Granatello Epigraph.   

  3.   Provide materials for students to make their own warning sign for future generations.
        Materials might take the form of a poster, story board, a time capsule to their children, 
        or a clay model.   
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Adaptations                                                                                 

◆  Use modeling clay on a relief map to simulate large glaciers from the Ice Age. Lift
     the modeling clay and examine the shapes on the underside. Students note that the
     clay glaciers are thicker in valleys between the ridges.
  
◆  Students fold a piece of paper into six equal parts. They draw pictures in sequence 
     of six volcanic processes that occur before, during, and after an eruption at Cascade
     volcanoes such as Mount Rainier.  Students illustrate earthquake motion, escape of
     gases, tephra eruption, lava flows, pyroclastic flows, and lahars.

◆  Use Internet browsers to find satellite images of volcanoes and population centers that
     are at risk.  Challenge students to find evidence of volcanic activity and areas that might
     be at risk.

◆  Instruct students to read the Granatello Epigraph, individually or in small groups, and
    write what it means in their own words.  Discuss the writings as a class.

◆  In some volcanic regions, groups of public officials, community leaders, educators,
    and other concerned citizens have established volcano work groups to develop strategies
    for reducing volcanic risk.  A response or coordination plan defines the problems and the
    roles of official groups to address during a crisis.  Instruct students to conduct an
    Internet search for these plans.  In Washington State, they are found at the Emergency
    Management Division Web site.  

Extensions                                                                                  

◆  Instruct students to do a library or Internet search for methods used to mitigate volcanic
     hazards around the world.  
◆  Obtain a map of volcano evacuation routes. Trace the routes to high ground for
    neighborhoods in your area.  
◆  Visit the Web site of the U.S. Geological Survey’s Volcano Hazards Program (see
    Internet Resources Page) and view the page entitled “Predict an Eruption.” This
     presentation provides a very simplified synopsis of changing conditions before a
    volcanic eruption.   
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The Next Eruption of Mount Rainier-continued .  .  .

Assessment
Assess students’ ability to apply their learning about volcanoes to a real-world situation. 
Students who are just beginning a study of volcanoes might not recognize the presence of 
volcanoes near their own community.  They might not comprehend the nature and scale of 
volcanic processes that threaten their community.  At the end of their study, students should 
be aware of the localities of nearby volcanoes and able to identify the hazards to their 
community.  Instruct students to work in groups as they develop, in their own words,
a written assessment of volcanic hazards at a volcano of their choice.  They should make a 
plan for how to determine the economic impact on their community, develop some ideas for 
risk reduction, and discuss how to educate citizens about the hazards.  Look for evidence of 
real-world understanding of the hazards and the social aspects.  Students can present their 
information in a poster or report or as a computer projection or oral presentation.  
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Refer to Internet Resources Page for a list of resources available as a supplement to 
this activity.
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Summary of Notab le Events at Mount Rain ier,
10,000 years ago to Present
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Mount Rain ier Volcanic Hazard Zones
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Lahar Hazard Map Extens ions
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Effects of Volcanic Processe s
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Pre pare  for Vo l can i c  Unre st

Instructions:  Conduct an Internet or library search for materials that advise you about how to 
prepare for each of the following volcanic processes.
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The USGS Al ert-Not if i cat ion System for 
Vo l can i c  Act iv ity
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Our Community ’s Beautiful Backyard Volcano

Volcano nearest to my community:______________________________

Most recent eruption:_______________________________________________

Hazards from volcano:_____________________________________

Specific steps for my family before and during a volcanic 
event:________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Learn:  Learn whether you live, work, or go to school in a volcano hazard zone.
Inquire:  Ask public officials how they advise you to respond.
Plan:  Plan for how you and your family can be prepared for emergencies.
Participate:  Participate in helping your community be prepared!
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Granate l lo  Ep i graph
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Year 1632, 16 January 
In the reign of Philip IV Emmanuel 

Fonseca Y Zunica,  
Count of Monterey viceroy

It howls, roars, thunders, and chases the  inhabitants of the 

neighboring areas away.

Run away when you are still on time!

if it reaches for you it is over. You are dead.

Here it is flashing, exploding, vomiting liquid 

matter mixed with fire, which flows headlong, 

cutting defaulters’ way off. 

it punishes incautious and greedy people who 

care more for their houses and furnishings 

than for their life. 

If you are wise listen to the voice of this stone.

Do not care about your home; 

do not worry about packs.   

Run away without delay!

Descendents, descendents, it is about you! 

  Today illuminates tomorrow with its light.   Listen!

Twenty times since the sun rose, if history does not tell stories, 

  the Vesuvius burst into flames,

always with huge extermination of those who hesitated.

  I warn you so that it does not find you undecided.

This mountain has its womb heavy with pitch, alum, iron, sulphur, 

       gold, silver, saltpeter, and sources of water. 

  Sooner or later it catches fire and with the aid of the sea it delivers.  

But before delivering, it shakes itself and shakes the ground. 

  It smokes, reddens, flares up. it ravages horribly the air.


